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3D evaluation of mandibular skeletal changes in juvenile arthritis patients

treated with a distraction splint:

A retrospective follow-up

Maria Florinda Otero Gonzáleza; Thomas Klit Pedersenb; Michel Dalstrac; Troels Herlind;
Carlalberta Vernae

ABSTRACT
Objective: To evaluate three-dimensional (3D) condylar and mandibular growth in patients with juvenile
idiopathic arthritis (JIA) with unilateral temporomandibular joint involvement treated with a distraction splint.
Materials and Methods: Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) scans were taken for 16
patients with JIA with unilateral TMJ involvement before treatment (T0) and 2 years after treatment
(T1). All patients received orthopedic treatment with a distraction splint. Eleven patients without JIA
who were undergoing orthodontic treatment without a functional appliance or Class II mechanics
and who had taken CBCT scans before and after treatment, served as controls. Reconstructed 3D
models of the mandibles at T0 and T1 were superimposed on stable structures. Intra- and
intergroup growth differences in condylar and mandibular ramus modifications and growth vector
direction of the mandibular ramus were evaluated.
Results: In all patients with JIA there were asymmetric condylar volume, distal and vertical
condylar displacement, and ramus length differences that were smaller on the affected side.
Condylar displacement was more distal and less vertical in the JIA group than in the control group.
A larger distal growth of the condylar head and a more medial rotation of the ramus on the affected
side were found in the JIA group.
Conclusion: The orthopedic functional treatment for patients with JIA allows for condylar
adaptation and modeling, thereby hindering, although with a widely variable response, a further
worsening of the asymmetry. Unilateral affection has a possible influence on the growth of the
nonaffected side. (Angle Orthod. 2016;86:846–853.)
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INTRODUCTION

The involvement of the temporomandibular joint
(TMJ) in patients affected with juvenile idiopathic
arthritis (JIA) is a known phenomenon and has been
reported by several authors.1–4 Condylar lesions
have been regarded as the primary contributory cause
to mandibular growth deviations in patients with JIA and
TMJ arthritis. The facial morphology of children with JIA
and condylar lesions might become increasingly abnor-
mal during growth, reflecting a decelerated vertical
development of the posterior face height, malocclusion
with anterior open bite, and altered muscular function.5–7

The prognosis of mandibular growth when TMJ arthritis
has been diagnosed is based on the presence of
condylar deformities as well as the onset, the severity
and the activity of the disease.4,8,9

TMJ arthritis seems to affect long-term growth as well
as growth during the subacute and chronic phases.
Condylar growth takes place in periods, although
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subnormal in nature and with related dentoalveolar
compensations.7

Initial medication has a certain effect on the in-
flammation8 and is therefore of vital importance, but its
effect on dentofacial growth and development is still an
open question. Functional/orthopedic treatment aims
to support normal growth and control the dentoalveolar
development. Thus, the current literature recommends
early functional/orthopedic treatment.2,10,11

In the past, morphologic skeletal changes were
usually analyzed by means of conventional two-
dimensional radiologic images, but the development
of three-dimensional (3D) technologies has improved
the possibility of following the effects of disease and
treatment in three planes of space, thus increasing the
understanding of the clinical value.12–14 Anatomic
reconstructions can be used to analyze a specific
model of a patient and to measure the size and shape
of a particular area of interest, such as the condylar
head. These image analysis procedures include re-
construction of 3D objects, superimposition of the
objects at various time points, and quantification of
measurements between the 3D surfaces.

The aim of the present study was to evaluate
condylar morphology and mandibular growth changes
using 3D reconstructions and superimpositions of the
mandible based on cone-beam computed tomography
(CBCT) scans of patients with JIA and unilateral TMJ
affection treated with a distraction splint.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In a retrospective longitudinal study, condylar
morphology was analyzed by comparing affected and
nonaffected condyles within the same patient with JIA.
Furthermore, the morphology of the nonaffected
condyles was compared with that of a control group.
All patients were referred to the Clinic for Dento- and
Craniofacial Anomalies, Section of Orthodontics, In-
stitute of Odontology, Aarhus University, Denmark, for
management of the TMJ arthritis and dentofacial
growth deviation. The use of the database with
patients’ information was approved by the national
Danish committee for data protection (Datatilsynet j.nr.
2011-54-1291). According to the treatment protocol
this group had been treated with an orthopedic
functional appliance, a so-called distraction splint.11

Inclusion criteria for the study group were as follows:
(1) diagnosis of JIA according to the International
League of Associations for Rheumatology criteria,15 (2)
unilateral radiographically diagnosed deformity of the
condyle, (3) number of activations of the functional
orthopedic appliance more than two, and (4) CBCT
scans taken before the start of treatment (T0) and 2
years after treatment (T1). The diagnosis of involve-

ment was made according to the following findings:
reduced chewing function, decreased maximum-open-
ing capacity, reduced condylar translation and man-
dibular range of mobility, and clear sign of asymmetric
growth. Exclusion criteria were: (1) no confirmed JIA
diagnosis; (2) bilateral TMJ affection developing during
treatment; and (3) changes in treatment due to other
types of functional/orthopedic appliances, fixed ortho-
dontic appliances, and/or bone distraction. Sixteen
patients were included in the study group; they had
a mean age of 11.9 years (range 5 6.6 to 15.6 years),
and the male to female ratio was 7:9.

The control group was selected among patients
referred for orthodontic treatment at the Section of
Orthodontics, Institute of Odontology, Aarhus Univer-
sity. The inclusion criteria in this control group were as
follows: (1) absence of temporomandibular disorders,
(2) no treatment with functional/orthopedic appliance,
and (3) CBCT scans taken similarly to the study group.
Eleven individuals were chosen with a mean age of
11.7 years, (range 5 7.7 to 14.5 years) and a male to
female ratio of 3:8.

Image Acquisition

Two sets of full-head CBCT scans were obtained
using a NewTom 3G CBCT scanner (3G, QR, Verona,
Italy) available at the Section of Radiology, Institute of
Odontology, University of Aarhus, Aarhus, Denmark.
A single 360u rotation, 36-second scan, comprising
360 single projections, using the 12-inch field of view,
was taken for each patient, resulting in data sets with
a diameter and height of 20 cm. All CBCT scans were
reconstructed with a voxel dimension of 0.3 3 0.3 3

0.36 mm3, which is the native resolution of the
scanner. The images were saved in a DICOM (Digital
Imaging and Communications in Medicine) format.

Mandibular Segmentation and 3D Reconstruction

The DICOM images were imported in the Mimics
(Mimics 13.1, Materialise, Leuven, Belgium) software
for 3D reconstruction. In the single-slice images bone
and soft tissues were separated from each other by
setting a threshold value between 500 and 700
Hounsfield units (HU) (It should be noted that the
HUs used here are not the original HUs for computed
tomography. However, it is an adapted gray value
scale for CBCT), resulting in a so-called bone mask
containing those pixels representing bone. Any pixels
connecting the condyle to the fossa were manually
removed and from this cleaned bone mask of the
mandible a 3D object was generated.

The following coordinate system was defined
(Figure 1):
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1. The mandibular axial plane was defined as the
plane passing through the three most stable structures
of the mandibular body; the upper contour of the
posterior mandibular foramen on the right (CR) and the
left (CL) and the inner part of the posterior cortical
plate of the symphysis on the midline (MS).

2. The coronal plane was defined as being perpen-
dicular to the mandibular axial plane while passing
through CR and CL.

3. The sagittal plane was defined as being perpen-
dicular to both the mandibular axial plane and the
coronal plane while passing through MS.

Mandibular Superimpositions

Each 3D mandibular T0 object was superimposed on
the corresponding T1 object. These superimpositions
were performed using the point-to-point registration
routine of Mimics for nine anatomic landmarks consist-
ing of the aforementioned CR, CL, and MS plus the left
and right anterior mental foramen and the anterior

insertion of the muscles in the mental protuberance
(triangularis and platysma in the external part and
digastric in the internal part) (Figure 1). The reposition-
ing of the pretreatment mandible was then calculated
based on the least-squares difference between these
nine corresponding points. Potential errors caused by
placement of the landmark points are an integral part of
the overall method error and the magnitude of these
errors was assessed by double measurements.

Measurements

The CBCT scans were used for the evaluation of (1)
condylar modifications with both linear and volumetric
measurements (Figure 2), (2) mandibular ramus mod-
ifications, and (3) calculation of the growth vector
direction of the mandibular ramus.

Ad 1. The condylar modifications consisted of
condylar width (CW): transverse, distal, and vertical
displacement (TD, DD, and VD, respectively): and
volume (CV). Before the CV was calculated, a flood-fill

Figure 1. The defined coordinate system used for superimposition.
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operation was applied to the bone mask, so that the total
volume was calculated with no regard of trabecular
porosity in the condyles.

Ad 2. The ramus modifications consisted of ramus
length (RL) and notch depth (ND).

Ad 3. The magnitude and direction of the growth
vector were determined by finding the differences over
time of the aforementioned variables expressed in the
aforementioned coordinate system.

Statistics

The method error was calculated using the Dahlberg
formula. Validity was assumed if this error was smaller
than the standard deviation of the double measure-
ments. Evaluation of the intraobserver variance of the
manual segmentation and superimposition procedures
was performed by duplicating 10 randomly chosen
segmentations.

For ease of data handling, all affected JIA condyles
were considered as left, the nonaffected JIA condyles
as right. Since no difference between right and left
condyle was found in the control group, the left condyle
was used for intergroup comparison.

The measured variables were compared over time
within the same condyle and within the same patient.
Paired t-tests were performed after verifying that the

data were normally distributed. A independent-sam-
ples 2-tailed t-test was used to perform the comparison
between groups. Statistical analysis was performed
using SPSS software version 13 (SPSS Inc, Chicago,
Ill). A significance level of 5% was chosen.

RESULTS

All the measurements were valid and are shown in
Table 1.

Condylar Modifications

CW and DD increased significantly during treatment
in the study group. Furthermore, DD in the study group
showed a significant difference between sides both at
T0 and T1, the affected side being smaller than the
nonaffected.

VD was significantly smaller on the affected side,
and a clear intergroup difference was observed: it did
not change over time on the affected or the non-
affected side in the study group, whereas it increased
significantly on both sides in the control group.

Increased volume was observed in 11 affected
condyles and in 12 nonaffected condyles. Decreased
CV was observed in two affected condyles and in one
nonaffected condyle (Figure 3).

Figure 2. Overview of the measured distances between: (a) the most lateral (L) and most medial (M) points of the condylar head (CW); (b) M and

sagittal plane (TD); (c) the most distal (d) point of the condylar head and transverse plane (DD); (d) the most coronal (t) point of the condylar head

and axial plane (VD); (e) T and the gonion (g) point (RL); (f) the deepest point of the mandibular body and axial plane (ND). (g) In addition, the

differences in condylar volume at T0 and T1 were measured (CV).
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Mandibular Modifications

The RL was significantly smaller on the affected side
in the study group. The RL on the nonaffected side as
well as in the control group increased significantly
during treatment. These two findings are expressed as
significantly smaller RL between the study and control
groups at T0 and T1.

ND increased significantly on both the affected
and nonaffected sides during treatment in the study
group. Despite this increase the values were signifi-
cantly smaller than in the control group both at T0

and T1.

Growth Vectors

The growth vectors are illustrated in Figure 4.
The most interesting observation was the more
distal displacement of the gonion in the mandible
from the affected condyle compared with the
nonaffected contralateral condyle; also, the JIA-
affected hemimandible tended to be less lateral
than the nonaffected and non-JIA condyles. In-
tergroup differences showed that the lower point of
the rami in the patients with JIA moved slightly more
distal and less vertical compared with the patients
without JIA.

Table 1. Overview of the Results and Statistics; Statistically Significant Differences Are Boldfaceda

JIA Non-JIA

Mean SD Min Max
P Value

Mean SD Min Max
P Value

(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) Left/Right T0/T1 (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) Left/Right T0/T1 JIA/non-JIA

Condylar modifications

Width (CW)

LeftT0 16.7 2.7 13.5 23.3 - - 16.8 2.1 13.1 19.8 - - .874

LeftT1 17.4 2.8 13.9 22.8 - .033 17.6 2.3 13.2 20.7 - .093 .835

RightT0 16.8 2.4 12.9 23.0 .531 - 17.4 1.7 14.6 20.0 .250 - .493

RightT1 17.5 2.6 13.9 23.9 .637 .016 17.7 2.0 14.4 20.2 .777 .287 .821

Transverse displacement (TD)

LeftT0 40.1 4.7 33.1 50.8 - - 38.6 3.4 34.8 48.2 - - .401

LeftT1 40.6 5.1 33.1 51.7 - .235 39.0 3.0 36.3 47.3 - .206 .379

RightT0 36.8 5.1 28.6 48.4 .146 - 38.4 2.7 35.0 44.4 .864 - .357

RightT1 37.1 5.4 29.1 48.3 .147 .500 39.1 3.3 34.6 46.5 .973 .020 .302

Distal displacement (DD)

LeftT0 25.8 4.4 20.0 35.5 - - 28.7 4.2 23.8 37.3 - - .100

LeftT1 28.1 4.6 22.5 36.6 - .002 29.7 4.6 24.1 37.7 - .128 .380

RightT0 27.8 4.0 21.2 34.6 .027 - 27.8 4.4 24.1 38.2 .153 - .987

RightT1 30.5 3.8 25.7 38.0 .005 .000 29.1 4.3 24.0 39.1 .482 .026 .392

Vertical displacement (VD)

LeftT0 13.4 4.7 5.3 21.8 - - 15.6 5.7 9.8 28.6 - - .268

LeftT1 13.7 4.7 5.3 22.1 - .599 17.1 6.2 9.5 29.2 - .034 .121

RightT0 18.6 5.6 11.9 28.6 .000 - 14.5 6.0 8.1 27.3 .236 - .078

RightT1 18.8 5.4 12.1 29.8 .000 .733 17.0 6.5 9.1 29.8 .850 .012 .436

Volume (mm3) (CV)

LeftT0 1574 472 805 2643 - - 1885 435 1170 2798 - - .096

LeftT1 1675 589 723 2713 - .071 1988 460 1395 2650 - .198 .152

RightT0 2049 671 1195 3588 .001 - 1863 394 1332 2658 .671 - .416

RightT1 2192 713 1416 3909 .000 .041 2004 546 1225 3269 .866 .119 .468

Mandibular modifications

Ramus length (RL)

LeftT0 49.4 5.4 40.2 59.8 - - 55.4 5.3 44.6 63.8 - - .008

LeftT1 50.3 7.0 37.6 64.6 - .144 57.1 6.2 44.8 66.8 - .038 .016

RightT0 53.0 5.9 41.9 63.5 .002 - 54.5 5.3 43.6 63.0 .190 - .513

RightT1 55.1 7.2 44.1 67.8 .000 .019 57.0 6.2 43.6 66.6 .854 .003 .493

Notch depth

(ND)

LeftT0 16.7 3.4 8.3 21.7 - - 20.3 2.7 16.4 25.3 - - .007

LeftT1 17.6 3.5 8.3 21.8 - .017 20.4 3.1 15.3 26.3 - .826 .043

RightT0 18.0 2.8 14.0 23.4 .115 - 19.9 2.7 14.1 23.6 .633 - .088

RightT1 18.8 2.8 13.7 23.6 .112 .037 20.3 3.1 15.0 24.2 .811 .377 .207

a JIA indicates juvenile idiopathic arthritis; SD, standard deviation; min, minimum; max, maximum; T0, before the start of treatment; T1, 2 years

after treatment.
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VD in the patients with JIA was smaller compared
with the patients without JIA. In the study group both
the affected and the nonaffected condyles showed
a more posterior and less vertical displacement
compared with the control condyles.

In the patients with JIA the ratio between the
nonaffected and affected side was evaluated in terms
of interside differences in ramus height and its
displacement during treatment, and significant
changes were found in ramus height in the nonaffected

side, as well as changes at the condylar level in both
sides, yet these were not significant.

DISCUSSION

The present study resulted in three main findings:
(1) the asymmetry in patients with JIA was expressed
in condylar volume, distal condylar displacement,
vertical displacement, and ramus length, all being
smaller on the affected side: (2) the affected patients

Figure 3. Condylar volume at T0 and T1 in the affected and nonaffected side (patients coded by letters). Please note the individual variability of

the response of the condyles on both sides.

Figure 4. Growth vectors for the top of the condyle and the gonion. (a) JIA affected side, (b) JIA nonaffected side, and (c) non-JIA.
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showed more distal condylar growth on both sides: and
(3) the affected side showed always the smallest
displacement and a more medial growth of the gonion
angle.

Asymmetry

In the patients with JIA we confirmed the occurrence
of asymmetry. The differences between affected and
nonaffected sides in CV, DD and VD, and RL were
maintained over time and the asymmetry did not
worsen. In relation to the CV, both groups did not show
any significant increase in condylar volume in time. In
our study, we calculated the entire volume of the
condyle; the changes in total volume of the condyle
would be a measure of growth and/or remodeling
during treatment. For patients with JIA, there is no
consensus in the literature.14 A recent animal study
carried out in our section concluded that changes in
growth did not result from a mineralization defect,
meaning that the bone produced is of normal quality
and structure, but endochondral growth velocity may
have been slowed down and may worsen the process
of bone and growth deformities in times of active
inflammation.16

Growth Directions

Our results indicated more DD than VD, as from
linear measurement, in the JIA study group than in the
control group. The RL increased as expected in the
control group17 and in the nonaffected hemimandible
within the JIA group. The affected side showed
a slower growth pattern. In the JIA group ND became
less pronounced in both affected and nonaffected
sides, while it remained unchanged in the control
group. This may be the result of the overall impaired
function in the patients affected by JIA.

The distal growth pattern of the condyle was
observed, although in a smaller scale, also in the
nonaffected condyles with a nonuniform response,
leading to the hypothesis that the nonaffected side is
influenced by the affected side. The distal growth
pattern reflects the typical mandibular growth direction
in patients with JIA and affected TMJ6,7,9,18 being,
together with mandibular posterior rotation, one of the
most pronounced clinical features. The rotational
pattern of facial growth was not analyzed in this study.
Araujo et al.19 reported that functional treatment in
patients without JIA induces significantly greater
posterior displacement of gonion and condylion,
compensating for the mandibular advancement. This
is in agreement with our results, although more
accentuated at the condylar level. The fact that the
amount of displacement of the control condyles was
the largest is not surprising, as they were neither

affected directly by the disease nor indirectly by
a different functional demand.

The growth vector in the horizontal plane in the
affected hemimandible is more medial than in the
nonaffected and the control group (Figure 4). This
growth pattern has not been reported in other studies.

A significant interindividual variability was observed.
Using the nonaffected condyle as control for the same
patient allowed control for interindividual variability.
The lack of substantial changes in the asymmetric
pattern could be due to the short observation time,
together with the small sample size, the heterogeneity
of the patients age, variation of cooperation, and
pharmacologic treatment. The latter varied widely,
according to the course of the disease. Some patients
showed a clear positive response to the functional
therapy. The question is whether healing is an
expression of growth or of modeling toward a normal
shape due to a functional therapy (distraction splint),
taking into consideration the influence of medications
over tissue response. A definitive answer to this
question could not be provided by our results. The
large number of variables potentially involved in the
answer requires a much larger sample size and longer
observation time in order to be able to identify the best
combination of pharmacologic and functional treat-
ment in future studies.

The distraction splint is constructed to provide
distraction on both condyles of an asymmetric amount,
that is, larger on the affected side. Therefore, both
condyles were submitted to distraction forces. All
measurements after 2 years were positive, meaning
that both condyles responded to the therapy or
displayed some degree of growth, although with a large
individual variation. To be able to analyze the effect of
therapy compared with growth, an untreated JIA
control group should have been used. However, as
previously mentioned, those data are not available, at
least not as 3D data sets.

An advantage of using 3D technology is to have
unbiased volumetric information of the joint compo-
nents in their real anatomic size. The possibility of
looking at the superimposed condyles from several
viewpoints greatly improved our appreciation of the
morphologic changes.

CONCLUSIONS

N In patients with JIA, functional treatment allows
for condylar adaptation and modeling, although
the treatment response is characterized by a wide
individual variability.

N The distraction splint therapy is therefore consid-
ered an effective tool for the treatment of patients
with JIA with unilateral TMJ arthritis.
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